
Festival Introduction 2013 

 
Charlotte Gush and Katie Creuynni offer workshops, talks and ceremonies at 
festivals and events in the U.K. and abroad. 
 
Our Aim:  
 
To share some of the tools, wisdom and healing that we work with in our practices, 
helping to enable individuals and groups to heal themselves and step further into 
their soul’s journey. Many of the practices bring people back into balance with 
themselves and their environment; known as ‘ayni’: right relationship / balance with 
the world. 
 
About us: 
 
Charlotte Gush is an initiated shaman and teacher working with the energy 
medicine of Peru. Charlotte’ trained with The Four Winds Society with the leading 
author and shaman Alberto Villoldo. She works with the medicine traditions of the 
Andean Mountain and the Amazon Jungle. Charlotte’s wish is to share these 
teachings and healing traditions with those who wish too and assist those who have 
been separated from the traditional ways: to experience healing with ease and grace 
on all levels…bringing sacred ceremony back into everyday life. Charlotte has her 
feet on the ground and focuses on living in this world doing the souls work. 

 
Tel: +447769800897 
charlotte@shamanicway.co.uk 
www.shamanicway.co.uk 
 
Katie Creuynni is an energy medicine practitioner from North Wales. Working at the 
levels of the body, mind, soul and the energetic field she assists individuals and 
groups as they walk their healing and envisionary journeys to health and wellbeing. 
Trained by the leading author Alberto Villoldo’s Four Winds Society, she blends 
ancient indigenous wisdom of the Q’ero Laika in Peru with the common sense 
approach of her own experiences. 
 

Tel: (01978) 356337 
creuynni@yahoo.co.uk 
http://www.openingsacredspace.wordpress.com 
 
We offer: 
 
Opening/Closing Ceremony – We offer an opening/closing ceremony for the healing 
field and/or the festival itself, to bring people together and open sacred space to help 
hold the healing area/festival in sacred space for the duration of the festival.  
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Healing Sessions - 1 hour healing/taster sessions in our own healing sanctuary.  

 Illuminations – clearing unwanted patterns from our lives by clearing their 
‘imprints’ from the energetic field. 
Extractions – releasing energy that has impacted on the energy field that does 
not belong with us. 

 Chakra clearing – clearing hucha (heavy) energy of the energy field through 
clearing and rebalancing the chakras. 

 Mythic Mapping – integrating the healing work to the soul and body creating a 
new ‘map’ to walk with in the world. 

 Gifting of the Munay Ki Rites. 
 
 
A variety of workshops – including: 
 
Mythic Mapping Workshop- (1.5 – 2 hours) -  Letting go of old stories which no longer 
serve us, and then setting our intention for our new ‘map’ of what we choose to bring 
in instead, assisting us to consciously co-create our reality.   
 
Perceptual States workshop – tools to assist with the seeing the world from different 
perspectives, and experiencing the beneficial changes that can occur from simply 
shifting our perspectives. working with archetypes that represent the perspectives of 
the physical (serpent), the mind/emotions/words/stories (jaguar), the 
soul/mythic/fairytale/hero’s journey (hummingbird) and the energetic (eagle).  
 
Despacho and Fire Workshop (1, 2 or 3 hours) 
Make an Andean prayer bundle for yourself, learn to manifest your prayers and 
intentions in the physical; a centuries old process, this is a powerful method of 
release and healing, then taken to fire in honouring. 
 
Sand Painting Workshop (1 hour – with fire ceremony outside afterwards where 
possible).  
Using nature to process challenges…bring along some twigs, leaves, berries, pine 
cones…and learn the way to process emotions and challenges through nature.  
 
Shamanic Journeying the South American Way (1 or 2 hours) 
Learn the maps of the Paqo’s (Shaman) of the Andes to journey for self-healing and 
spiritual growth. We offer a number of journeys that we can guide individuals and 
groups with. These guided journeys include journeying: 

 to your personal ‘sacred garden’ and meeting your ‘gatekeeper’ guide to the 
underworld (the world of your subconscious). 

 to meet and work with ‘power animals’ 

 for ‘life essence retrieval’ (also known by some traditions as ‘soul retrieval’ 

 to meet the gate keeper of the ‘upper world’ and meet and receive gifts from 
‘spirit parents/guides’ 

 to meet future healed self and allow your healed self to inform your present 

 for destiny retrieval 
 
 
Other workshops we offer include: Opening sacred space, Luminous energy field and 
chakra clearing, shadow work, and Munay Ki rites. More information about these are 
available on request, and on our websites.  
 
South American Shamanism and Ceremony Talk (45 minute) 



Discussing the purpose of sacred ceremony in everyday life, the bringing your 
intention into the physical. Fitting in the time to be, the time to heal and the time to 
relax with the demands of modern living. 
 
 
Fire Protocol for Workshops that work with Fire Ceremony. 

 A Fire Steward will be at the fire site at all times including before lighting  
 The Fire Steward will be wearing a high visibility jacket at all times  
 A fire extinguisher will be at the fire site at all times  
 Workshop participants will be notified of the fire protocol at the beginning of 

the workshop  
 
Testimonials 
 
In a moment of crisis charlotte worked with me on some deep seated stuff that has 
shifted in light of the work. She's sensitive but straight talking which I love and knows 
her big wide mysterious shamanic world well. Thanks Charlotte for some really useful 
shifts....  
                                                                                                                                  Fiona 
 
I have found Charlotte’s work grounding, inspiring, powerful and tremendously helpful 
in maintaining optimal levels of energy, developing a sense of perspective, building 
emotional resilience and cultivating an inner practice that keeps me strong and 
deeply connected to my intuition and inner guidance. 
I am impressed by the professionalism with which she approaches her work, her 
extraordinary knowledge base and its practical application in managing both short 
and long term issues. I would recommend Charlotte without hesitation. 
 
                                                                                                                                      Nick 

 
Charlotte introduced me to shamanism through the Munay-Ki (Shamanic Initiations). 
This encouraged me to take it further by undertaking the medicine wheel. She has 
also undertaken healing work with me several times, the treatment and guidance 
coming from these has been most helpful. Charlotte’s ceremonial fires and 
workshops, I have always found to be very special and I would recommend her to 
anyone seeking this path or looking for help.  
                                                                                                                                     Bill  
 
 
Thank you (Katie) so much for being part of Raw Fest 2012, you held a beautiful 
space which you ran professionally and with a sense of calm and tranquillity. I felt 
honoured to have you and your amazing skills and experience. I hope you can do the 
same again this year  
                                                                                               Leah – Raw Fest Organiser 
 
I worked with Katie over a long weekend at the Cornwall Raw Food Festival. 
We collaborated in ceremony to begin the festival and I also took part in her 
shamanic journey workshops. 
Katie’s work is extremely powerful, intuitive and insightful. 
I felt transformed after the work and thoroughly appreciated the deep transition that 
had occurred. I look forward to doing more work with Katie. 
                                                                                                                    Olivier Maxted  
 
Thank you (Katie) for joining us this year at our Retreat in Wales at Coxwood. You 
were very professional in your teachings, very courteous and polite. Everyone 



enjoyed your workshops and we are looking forward to welcoming you again next 
year at our Retreat in Snowdonia :- ) 
Carol Vinyard – Organiser 
 
 
For further testimonials about Katie please see the link below 
 
http://openingsacredspace.wordpress.com/working-with-me-in-sessions-and-
workshops/feedback/ 
 
 
Thanks for taking the time read our information. We are looking forward to of festival 
adventures   
 
 

Katie & Charlotte 
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